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Functions of Matrices: Theory and Computation (Other Titles in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2008
This superb book is timely and is written with great attention paid to detail, particularly in its referencing of the literature. The book has a wonderful blend of theory and code (MATLABÂ®) so will be useful both to nonexperts and to experts in the field. --Alan Laub, Professor, University of California, Los Angeles     
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Vector Games Math Processors (Wordware Game Math Library)Wordware Publishing, 2002
Vector math processors have, up until recently, been in the domain of
the supercomputer, such as the Cray computers. Computers that have
recently joined this realm are the Apple Velocity Engine (AltiVec)
coprocessor of the PowerPC G4 in Macintosh and UNIX computers, as
well as IBM’s Power PC-based Gekko used in the...
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Mechanical Reliability Improvement: Probability and Statistics for Experimental TestingCRC Press, 2002
Mechanical reliability analysis is no longer limited to a small collection of classical statistical analyses. The speed of the present generation of microcomputers makes it possible to program and evaluate alternative computerintensive analyses for each mechanical reliability application of specific interest. Thus computer-intensive analyses are...
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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design and Web Premium Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Expert book-and-video package gives you complete training on Creative Suite 6 Design Premium! The next best thing to having your own private instructor guiding you through Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design and Web Premium at your own pace is this terrific book-and-video training tool from the expert instructors at AGI. More than 25 self-paced...
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Fireworks MX BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Joseph Lowery and Derren Whiteman provide details and examples essential for the Web graphics professional."
     —David Morris, Fireworks Product Manager, Macromedia
	Create traffic-stopping vector or bitmap Web graphics and animations
	Build eye-catching effects using layers, rollovers, frames, and...
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Pattern Recognition, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2006
A classic -- offering comprehensive and unified coverage with a balance between theory and practice!

Pattern recognition is integral to a wide spectrum of scientific disciplines and technologies including image analysis, speech recognition and audio classification, communications, computer-aided diagnosis, data mining. The authors,...
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Basic Modern Algebra with ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book is primarily intended as a textbook on modern algebra for undergraduate mathematics students. It is also useful for those who are interested in supplementary reading at a higher level. The text is designed in such a way that it encourages independent thinking and motivates students towards further study. The book covers all major...
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SVG Essentials (O'Reilly XML)O'Reilly, 2002
SVG Essentials introduces you to the Scalable Vector Graphics XML application. SVG, a recommendation from the World Wide Web Consortium, uses XML to describe graphics that are made up of lines, curves, and text. This rather dry definition does not do justice to the scope and power of SVG.

You can add SVG graphics to an Extensible...
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Orthospinology Procedures: An Evidence-Based Approach to Spinal CareLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
This text presents the current and updated teaching of the Orthospinology procedure. Written by the author of the landmark text Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex, this book is a step-by-step, thoroughly illustrated guide to the Orthospinology procedure for correcting subluxations. Whereas Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex explains the...
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Google Maps JavaScript API CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book will help you use the amazing resource that is Google Maps to your own ends. From showing maps on mobiles to creating GIS applications, this lively, recipe-packed guide is all you need.


	Overview

	
		Add to your website's functionality by utilizing Google Maps' power
	
		Full of...
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Sas 9.2 Language Reference DictionarySAS Institute, 2009
In a DATA step, you can track the execution of code within a DO group. The DATA statement has an optional argument for you to write a note to the SAS log when the DO statement begins and ends.

 New SAS system options enable you to set a default record length, specify options for accessing PDF files, specify values for Scalable...
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Perspective Drawing in Adobe Illustrator CS5Adobe Press, 2011


	This book is intended for users of Adobe Illustrator CS5. It describes the

	basics of linear perspective and discusses in detail the feature set available

	in Illustrator CS5 for drawing a scene in perspective.





	Adobe Illustrator CS5 offers a completely new form of vector drawing—

	perspective or...
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